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Franklin Goes to the Hospital
Franklin tells a fib and finds himself in an embarrassing predicament. Paulette
Bourgeois and Brenda Clark link their talents to produce another winning Franklin
Classic Storybook. This fixed-layout ebook, which preserves the design and layout
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of the original print book, features read-along narration by the author as well as
music and sound effects.

Franklin and the Thunderstorm
For a school project, Franklin is asked to draw a picture of what he likes best about
his neighborhood.

Franklin Says I Love You
With his new pencil case packed with a ruler, eraser and 12 colored pencils,
Franklin is ready for his first day of school --- until it's time to board the bus. In this
Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin faces the excitement and fear of starting
school.

The 4 Disciplines of Execution
Franklin the turtle and his friend, Bear, have a sleepover party at Franklin's house,
and the two play their favorite games and enjoy a campfire outside before
camping out in the living room.
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Sing a Song, Play a Game
Elegantly tracing the intellectual history of computer science, Foer puts the DNA of
the very idea of "tech" under the microscope. Google, Facebook, Apple, and
Amazon, he argues, are breaking laws intended to protect intellectual property and
privacy. This is not the path towards freedom and prosperity, but the total
automation and homogenization of our social, political, and intellectual lives.
Today's corporate giants want access to every facet of our identities and influence
over every corner of our lives. Foer both indicts these companies, and shapes a
path towards reining them in.

Franklin Is Lost
Franklin, eager to meet his baby sister, tries to make spring come more quickly,
yet nature can't be rushed and so Franklin realizes that he just has to learn to be
patient.

Franklin's Baby Sister
Franklin learns about individual food preferences when he brings fly sandwiches
and fly cookies for his friends to eat at their picnic.
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Tar Heel Traveler
2012 National Jewish Book Award Winner JEWISH JOCKS: AN UNORTHODOX HALL
OF FAME is a timeless collection of biographical musings, sociological riffs about
assimilation, first-person reflections, and, above all, great writing on some of the
most influential and unexpected pioneers in the world of sports. Featuring work by
today's preeminent writers, these essays explore significant Jewish athletes,
coaches, broadcasters, trainers, and even team owners (in the finite universe of
Jewish Jocks, they count!). Contributors include some of today's most celebrated
writers covering a vast assortment of topics, including David Remnick on the
biggest mouth in sports, Howard Cosell; Jonathan Safran Foer on the prodigious
and pugnacious Bobby Fischer; Man Booker Prize-winner Howard Jacobson writing
elegantly on Marty Reisman, America's greatest ping-pong player and the sport's
ultimate showman. Deborah Lipstadt examines the continuing legacy of the Munich
Massacre, the fortieth anniversary of which coincided with the 2012 London
Olympics. Jane Leavy reveals why Sandy Koufax agreed to attend her daughter's
bat mitzvah. And we learn how Don Lerman single-handedly thrust competitive
eating into the public eye with three pounds of butter and 120 jalapeño peppers.
These essays are supplemented by a cover design and illustrations throughout by
Mark Ulriksen. From settlement houses to stadiums and everywhere in between,
JEWISH JOCKS features men and women who do not always fit the standard athletic
mold. Rather, they utilized talents long prized by a people of the book (and a
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people of commerce) to game these games to their advantage, in turn forcing the
rest of the world to either copy their methods-or be left in their dust.

Jewish Jocks
At Fox's house, all of Franklin's friends share funny stories that help the little turtle
overcome his fear of thunder and lightning.

Franklin Fibs
Includes an excerpt of the Hardy Boys clue book #3, Water-ski wipeout.

A Big Day for Baseball
When Franklin keeps picking the games without listening to his friends'
suggestions, they decide to play without him

Franklin's Blanket
Morgan the librarian gives Jack and Annie magical baseball caps to wear at a
special ball game in Brooklyn, New York. The magic tree house whisks them back
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to 1947 where they meet pioneering player Jackie Robinson and solve a mystery.

Franklin and Harriet
This great book by Aimee contains a brand new collection of singing games from
the USA and around the world. What is a singing game you may ask? How about
Action Games, Ball Games, Catching Games, Chase Games, Clapping Games,
Elimination Games, and the ever so important Name Games. Each activity has full
directions and a full score.This collection contains new songs you've never seen as
well as some new variations on some familiar singing games. There are several
songs of each style making a collection large enough to keep your kids busy! Need
a new sponge activity or a quick warm-up for the day? This is the book to have.

Franklin Plays the Game
BUSINESS STRATEGY. "The 4 Disciplines of Execution "offers the what but also how
effective execution is achieved. They share numerous examples of companies that
have done just that, not once, but over and over again. This is a book that every
leader should read! (Clayton Christensen, Professor, Harvard Business School, and
author of "The Innovator s Dilemma)." Do you remember the last major initiative
you watched die in your organization? Did it go down with a loud crash? Or was it
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slowly and quietly suffocated by other competing priorities? By the time it finally
disappeared, it s likely no one even noticed. What happened? The whirlwind of
urgent activity required to keep things running day-to-day devoured all the time
and energy you needed to invest in executing your strategy for tomorrow. "The 4
Disciplines of Execution" can change all that forever.

Games People Play
Franklin and the Duckling
Follows the experiences of Franklin the turtle, who loses a beloved blanket without
which he has never been able to sleep.

Hurry Up, Franklin
Franklin the turtle plays soccer in the storybook series that inspired the kids’ TV
show! Franklin loves soccer. Sometimes he even takes his soccer ball to bed with
him and dreams about scoring goals. He wants to be the best player on the team.
The only problem is the ball it never goes where he wants it to when he kicks it!
But he’s going to practice and practice in the hopes of getting better. This fixedPage 7/16
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layout ebook, which preserves the design and layout of the original print book,
features read-along narration by the author as well as music and sound effects.

Franklin Has a Sleepover
Even though he is very slow and has many distractions on the way, Franklin the
turtle manages to get to Bear's house just in time for a special event.

Howard B. Wigglebottom Learns About Sportsmanship
Howard B. Wigglebottom is so determined to win, for to him coming in second is
not acceptable, that on the day of the big soccer game he plays so aggressively,
and is such a poor teammate his coach has to bench him.

Franklin's Birthday Party
In this Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin’s mother tells him never to go into the
woods. But one day Franklin is playing hide-and-seek with his friends and forgets
what his mother has told him. Franklin is frightened when he realizes he’s lost, but
he knows just what to do—stay in his shell and wait to be found. A dramatic story
with a happy ending. This fixed-layout ebook, which preserves the design and
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layout of the original print book, features read-along narration by the author as
well as music and sound effects.

Franklin's Bicycle Helmet
Collects six stories about Franklin the turtle, including "Franklin and the Contest,"
where Franklin and his friends compete in a contest to see who can do something
for five hours straight.

Franklin Wants a Pet
When Franklin is hurt in a soccer game, his doctor sends him to the hospital to
have the crack in his shell repaired.

Franklin's Big Book of Stories
In this Franklin TV Storybook, Franklin learns it's okay to have opinions different
from your friends'.

The Missing Playbook
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In this Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin celebrates Thanksgiving with friends
and family!

Franklin Rides a Bike
Franklin wants to give his mother a special present for her birthday, and asks all of
his friends for suggestions before deciding on the perfect gift.

Franklin Is Messy
Franklin invites all his friends to his birthday party at Tamarack Play Park, but he
soon learns from his parents that they can only afford to pay for two of his friends,
not all of them, and Franklin wonders what to do.

Franklin's Picnic
In this Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin learns about the responsibility of having
a pet.

Franklin's Neighborhood
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A blend of oral history and memoir with a good dose of quirky humor, the Tar Heel
Traveler is a celebratory look at the people and places of North Carolina. Mason is
the TV reporter—the Tar Heel Traveler—who journeys across North Carolina
profiling colorful characters and out-of-the-way places.

Franklin's Thanksgiving
Franklin finds a camera in the park, and uses its film to take pictures of his friends,
but then he thinks he should try to find its owner.

World Without Mind
In this Franklin TV Storybook, our hero loves playing hockey, and he especially
loves winning. But when Skunk joins his team, Franklin stops having fun. She can't
skate fast or pass the puck. Franklin doesn't want to lose tomorrow's game, but he
doesn't want Skunk to feel bad, either. Will Franklin find a way to make hockey fun
for everyone?

Franklin’s School Play
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Fourth Down and Life to Go
Franklin loves his toddler sister, Harriet, and enjoys spending time with her, even
when she is stinky, but when Harriet claims Sam, his favorite stuffed animal, for
herself, Franklin isn't sure how to handle it. Simultaneous.

Franklin Is Bossy, Franklin Plays the Game, and Franklin Is
Messy
Franklin's bedroom is so messy he cannot find his homemade toy sword so he can
play knights in armor with his friends.

Franklin's Valentines
Franklin the turtle is going to day camp and isn't sure if he will like it. By the end of
the week he is thinking about coming back next year. Includes several puzzles and
activities for the reader.

Franklin Plays Hockey
"The book that has helped millions of people understand the dynamics of
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relationships We all play games. In the workplace, in the bedroom, even when we
are not aware of it. Every personal encounter is a mental contest, an opportunity to
assert our will. Eric Berne's classic Games People Playis the most accessible and
insightful book ever written about the psychology of relationships and the patterns
of behaviour that reveal our hidden feelings and emotions. Wise and witty, it shows
the underlying motivations behind our relationships and explores the roles that we
try, and are forced, to play. Games People Playgives you the keys to unlock the
minds of others - and yourself. You'll become more honest, more effective and a
true team player."

Finders Keepers for Franklin
Franklin Is Bossy Franklin has lots of friends and one best friend named Bear. They
play tag, hopscotch, and ball. But Franklin always wants to pick the game and
make the rules. No one wants to play with him—he’s too bossy! In this Classic
Franklin Storybook, Franklin learns he can’t always have his own way. Franklin
Plays the Game In this Franklin Classic Storybook, our hero can count forwards and
backwards. He can zip zippers and button buttons. He can slide down a riverbank
by himself. He can even sleep alone in his small, dark shell. And he’s trying very
hard to be the best player on his soccer team. Franklin Is Messy In this Franklin
Classic Storybook, our hero can count forwards and backwards. He can zip zippers
and button buttons. He can slide down a riverbank by himself. He can even sleep
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alone in his small, dark shell. But Franklin is so messy that he can hardly ever find
his things!

Franklin Plays the Game
In this Franklin Classic Storybook, our hero deals with stage fright!

Franklin Es un Mandon
The last of his friends who still need training wheels for his bicycle, Franklin
becomes increasingly discouraged as he continues to fall down, but then he gets
an idea from Porcupine that will help him.

Franklin Goes to School
When Franklin loses the valentines he has made for his friends, he is heartbroken
and worries that they won't want to give him any cards, but Franklin soon learns
that he has very good friends.

Franklin Goes to Day Camp
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Franklin and his friends love to play soccer, even if they never succeed in scoring a
goal, but when they learn to work together, their playing improves.
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